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Agricultural trade
implications of
COVID-19
There is considerable uncertainty around how COVID-19 and associated policy responses will
impact Australian agricultural production and trade. The situation is evolving rapidly and
implications for individual commodities and markets are only starting to emerge.
Importantly, past economic shocks have seen agricultural trade ‘hold steady’.

Demand largely stable and most production unaffected

Underlying demand for food will remain. People need to eat and governments will prioritise
keeping food supply chains open as best as possible. Those most vulnerable are foods typically
associated with restaurants and cafes, with significant falls in demand for high end seafood
products and wine into China during the peak of the outbreak.
Current production for most agricultural products is not expected to be significantly impacted
by this situation, but for some sectors access to inputs may create some degree of disruption. The
effects of the recent drought will continue to be felt in terms of availability of product for this season
and in the longer-term for livestock due to herd rebuilding.
For producers of fibre and other products that go into manufacturing, future demand shocks will be
felt more significantly. This will be tempered by China’s emerging recovery.

Prices likely to soften

Some price softening was already expected for the sector given the high starting position. However
that softening is now reflecting falling incomes and changes in the way that consumers get food
(less eating in high value markets like restaurants, cafes and hotels). Price softening will likely
continue, with producers potentially having to sell high value food into lower priced segments of the
market. The switching of supply to lower value segments will be compounded for some sectors by a
lack of access to traditional export pathways—such as a lack of affordable air freight for high value
meat products.

FIGURE 1 Early indications of price softening — Rural commodity price index
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Supply chain disruptions

The most significant risk to trade is supply chain disruptions. Several areas of concern are emerging.
•
•

•
•

Logistics and freight—the ability to get product out of the country is being impacted. For example, air
and containerised freight availability and affordability has been reduced.

Access to imported inputs—China is Australia’s largest input supplier, followed by the US, Europe and
New Zealand. As of January, supplies have been maintained. However as further limits to transporting
materials and the functioning of work places are expected outside of China, this situation may have an
impact on production and harvest this season.

International processors—most food processors are likely to continue to operate as essential activities,
but labour availability in overseas markets may slow demand for Australian exports.
Access to labour—a number of intensive and horticultural industries rely on migrant workers. Travel
restrictions may affect these industries ability to produce. Upcoming winter horticultural products are
most at risk.

Government service delivery—continuing government services that facilitate trade, such as certification,
accreditation and other regulatory services by Australian governments and our trading partners, will be
important to ensure exports and imports still flow.
Timing of any disruptions will be critical. There is significant seasonality for some exports. For some products,
alternative supply chains or an inability to store product to delay point of export place them at risk of
developments that limit logistics supply.
•

FIGURE 2 Summary of peak season for key commodities
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Avoiding adverse reactionary policy

While the drivers of this crisis are very different to the 2007-08 food price crisis, fears over domestic food
security or citizen welfare may spark policy actions, such as export restrictions, that hurt agricultural markets
and consumers. We have already seen trade restrictions in the medical space. The multilateral system will be
important to create pressure to avoid repeating past mistakes.
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